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Abstract—There is growing opportunity for technologies to augment human memory and other cognitive processes—widespread pervasive sensing enables fine-grained traces of human activity, and advances in display technologies enable systems to provide input to user cognition in a wide array of settings. However, systems to date typically either address known cognitive impairment (e.g., autism, Alzheimer’s disease), or look to enhance one’s general capacity for a specific task. In contrast to these approaches, we argue that a focus on recognition and quantification of human error is key to the design of future systems for augmenting the human mind. By focusing on the errors made in cognition, we can first identify frequent, persistent or severe failures as targets for future pervasive computing systems, and then go on to measure the success of any interventions developed, i.e. by asking have the augmentation systems delivered actually reduced the prevalence, persistence or impact of a specific cognitive error?

In this article, we make the general case for the study of human error in order to support the design and evaluation of technology interventions intended to extend cognitive capabilities, before focusing on a case study in the augmentation of human memory.

1. Introduction

Early toolmaking and industrial innovation sought to extend the physical capacity of man. By contrast, the emergence of computers has clear potential to extend not just the physical capacity of humans, but the capacity of the human mind [17].

Human cognition encompasses a range of processes from managing attention, to acquiring knowledge, problem solving, storing and retrieving memories, evaluating risk, and making decisions (amongst others). Whilst digital computation may surpass and replace some human cognition (e.g. the replacement of mental arithmetic with use of an electronic calculator), a more compelling challenge is arguably the realisation of ‘tools’ that seamlessly extend cognitive capabilities, giving the illusion (for example) of a 10% increase in IQ, human memory or decision making capability. Widespread pervasive sensing already enables fine-grained traces of human activity; likewise advances in display technologies (e.g. pervasive displays, augmented reality) allows technology input to user cognition in a wide array of settings.

As an example, recent research attention has been given to the augmentation of human memory [6]. Building on developments in life-logging, quantified self, and personal information presentation (e.g. smartphones, watches, heads-up displays), a common approach sees wearable cameras and other devices capture a rich feed representing the human experience that can then be summarised and presented back to the user to help cue retrieval and strengthen connections between the neurons that form a memory trace.

Delivering value in augmented human mind requires researchers and developers to understand and address two issues. Firstly, to identify the role of technology in supporting cognition, establishing the points at which technical interventions could deliver value to users by extending their natural capacity and addressing known limitations or vulnerabilities in their thinking. Secondly, to monitor the success of developed systems, verifying their effectiveness in extending mental capabilities both in lab settings and in real world lived experience. To date, the first of these has been largely technology-driven, whilst the second has predominantly relied on lab-based testing (e.g. [10, 11]).

In this article, we propose that by focusing on “everyday cognitive failures” [2], researchers can both identify key opportunities for technical intervention and establish on-going measurement, allowing them to iterate developed systems and deliver tangible improvement in uncontrolled daily-living settings. Our article makes the general case for the use of human error in technology intended to extend cognitive capabilities, before focusing on a case study in human memory in which a diary study capturing everyday memory failures is used as an illustration of how cataloguing errors in mental processes might suggest, and shape the design of, future augmentation systems.

2. Utilising Failure

The human-computer interaction community has long recognised the importance of cognition in the design of computer systems. Users build mental models of technologies and software that, in turn, shape their interactions
with those systems – in cases where a platform performs differently to the user’s understanding, their actions may result in errors. This then, was what led Donald Norman to articulate his case for researchers, developers and designers to:

“Use analyses of people’s performance in a variety of situations—but especially their errors—to construct an analysis of the appropriate form of human-machine interface that would optimize performance and minimize either the incidence of error or the effect of the error”.

– Donald Norman [12]

Although Norman’s focus was on the study of human errors when engaging with machines, here we make the case that understanding errors in everyday cognition and action, separate from interaction with any specific technology, also offers potential for informing the design of future systems aimed specifically to support the capabilities of the human mind. Specifically, we argue that monitoring everyday cognitive failures (i) informs design, by suggesting new opportunities for technology interventions that expand the capabilities of the human mind, and (ii) closes the loop, providing on-going feedback to evaluate the success of developed interventions and further improve their utility.

2.1 Informing Design

Designing systems to intervene in cognitive processes and extend the capabilities of the human mind raises considerable new challenges. Despite two decades of experimentation with technologies for cognitive intervention (e.g. [8, 15, 16]), the form of successful systems is still unknown. This largely stems from the fact that, despite continuous development in our understanding of specific cognitive impairments (e.g. autism, Alzheimer’s), we are yet to develop a full understanding of healthy cognitive processes and how they may be emulated and enhanced.

As a key mechanism for developing this understanding, we identify a need for research that focuses explicitly on the cognitive limitations of both the healthy and impaired mind. Studying both the cognitive limitations, and the human experience associated with reaching one’s limits, offers new potential to inform the design of systems intended to overcome them. Such understanding could, for example, answer questions such as:

– When should technology intervene in cognition?
– What technology mediums are best suited to cognitive intervention?
– What cognitive processes should technology facilitate?
– How should social context be incorporated into the design of cognitive interventions?

Rather than simply looking to apply existing technologies to aspects of cognition, an exploration of failures in thought might lead researchers to identify key requirements for new cognitive technologies, driving innovation in both hardware and software.

2.2 Closing The Loop

Measuring the success of cognitive interventions is extremely challenging, and current approaches typically suffer from one or more of the following limitations:

– **Dependence on pre-defined stimuli or inventories rather than naturally occurring cognitive processes.** Psychologists and clinicians use inventories and tightly defined laboratory tasks for measuring cognition (e.g. Broadbent et al.’s Cognitive Failures Questionnaire [2]). Computer scientists typically take similar approaches when evaluating systems for human cognition, using well-defined measures and comparing performance with and without intervention. Whilst these provide a mechanism for evaluation, they are often somewhat arbitrary with little or no attempt to map them to real-world utility. For example, our own research [11] establishes the Recall Performance Measure (RPSd) to evaluate improvements in episodic memory for daily activities following review with egocentric video summarisations. RPSd aggregates scores representing the richness of seven aspects of recall across multiple events occurring in a time period. The focus here is purely on richness of description, rather the proportion of experienced events recalled or any sense that the participant has increased capability to remember the events that they are most keen to preserve.

– **Reliance on Specialist Equipment.** As an alternative to behavioural measures, computer scientists have explored the use of physical measures of cognitive activities captured through neuro-physiological sensors that directly monitor cerebral activity (e.g. electroencephalography) or through indirect measures such as eye-movement, heart rate and galvanic skin response. These sensing approaches are commonly seen in Augmented Cognition systems that leverage real-time cognitive assessment to provide feedback
to systems used in settings where users are at high risk of cognitive overload [8]. However, biophysical data typically requires considerable expertise to interpret and is difficult to map to internal state. Moreover, the most direct measures of cognitive activity (i.e. neuro-physiological sensors) are costly and tie users to pre-determined instrumented settings.

- **Reliance on Short-term, Laboratory-Based Evaluation.** The above two limitations, together with the challenges of longitudinal in-the-wild research [3] lead many researchers to conduct short-term and/or laboratory-based evaluative studies. Compounding this issue, is the immaturity of research in the augmentation of human cognition – developed interventions often take the form of small-scale prototypes that may not be able to support longer-term and larger-scale studies in uncontrolled settings.

As an alternative to relying on artificial stimuli, we propose a focus on naturally occurring errors, ensuring that the evaluation of developed systems considers improvements seen in daily cognitive activities. Our case study demonstrates that these can easily be measured outside of the lab, with no specialist equipment. Although our case study is relatively short in duration (26 days), and relies on analogue capture, the use of smartphone-based mobile experience sampling tools [13] could easily provide the means to engage participants over extended time periods. Furthermore, by enabling longer-term in-situ studies, a focus on cognitive failures also provides a means by which to close the loop in deployable platforms for cognition. As researchers develop more mature systems that can be deployed in the wild, on-going measurement of observed cognitive failures can provide feedback that determines the degree to which an intervention is improving cognition. This data will enable researchers to engage in iterative design and development, as well as introducing the potential for machine learning and similar techniques to produce cognitive interventions that learn from their successes and failures.

Cognitive errors are varied in nature and severity, affecting any and all of our mental processes (decision making, motor control, problem solving etc.). To better understand how studying human errors can inform the design and evaluation of future systems, the remaining sections move from general cognition to a specific study of human memory, and how examples of how identified failures could suggest new directions for design in memory augmentation. Whilst the study cannot answer all of the questions raised in Section 2.1, it serves as a valuable illustration of how capturing data about everyday experiences of failed cognition may move researchers closer to developing systems that address tangible deficits in memory.

### 3. A Case Study in Everyday Memory Failure

Psychologists describe human memory as a combination of systems. **Retrospective memory** concerns our learning from past experiences including **semantic** (memory for facts learned over time), **episodic** (autobiographical), and **procedural** (motor skills). By contrast, **prospective memory** relates to memory for future plans or intentions. Each of these memory systems has been shown to be vulnerable to failures – incidences commonly referred to as moments of **everyday forgetting** [14, 20].

Increased problems with forgetting are associated with the cognitive decline of ageing, with trauma, and with brain disease. However, moments of everyday forgetting are common in both healthy and clinical populations. For example, most readers will undoubtedly identify with scenarios such as:

- entering a room and immediately being unable to recall the purpose for which you came into the room,
- forgetting a person’s name when referring to them in a conversation with another person, or
- temporarily forgetting how to complete a previously familiar task.

Undoubtedly, systems for human memory augmentation could have a significant impact for users if they not only gave the illusion of a richer, extended memory, but also directly addressed some of these everyday memory failures. Indeed, by taking cues from the most common, and most severe, incidents of forgetting, system designers can direct their efforts in developing augmented cognition platforms that directly address tangible limitations of human cognition and thus deliver immediate benefit.

Within psychological and medical contexts, techniques to understand the incidence, types, and impact of memory failure typically rely on questionnaires that ask the respondent to reflect back on specific types of failures and the frequency with which they occurred in a specified time period (e.g. *In the last six months, how often did you find you couldn’t quite remember something although it was “on the tip of your tongue”*?). Such approaches suffer from significant flaws (see sidebar); as an alternative, a small number of diary studies have provided a larger corpus of everyday memory failure incidents, but the most popular of these is now out-dated, and more recent studies have tended to focus on older populations. There is therefore little up-to-date evidence identifying everyday memory failures in healthy populations that might be the target of technology-based augmentation of cognition.
As a case study in the use of cognitive failure to inform the design of future memory augmentation systems, we conducted a three-week diary study with 14 participants to elicit specific instances of everyday memory failure\(^1\). We recruited a gender-balanced sample of healthy volunteers (< 60 years of age) that included academic, administrative and research staff from four universities (n=8); research students (n=4) from two universities; and other adults in full-time employment (n=2). Participants were recruited on an on-going basis and participated for up to three weeks.

Our study procedure is updated variant of early diary studies used to capture memory failures in psychology (and as such suffers from the usual limitations of self-report studies). Participants were sent emails daily for up to 26 days, and asked to make a note each day of “all occasions on which you notice that you have forgotten something today”. Participants were asked to include the time and location of event, a description of the context and the degree to which they found the forgetting incident to be problematic (on a scale from 1-10 where 1 indicates that the incident “didn’t really impact you at all”, and 10 that it “required substantial time and effort to deal with”). They were provided with three illustrative examples that included all requested details (forgetting to join a teleconference, failing to recall the correct word in a second language, and leaving an item behind).

In addition to reporting memory failure incidents, participants were asked to use free text to summarise the extent to which they thought they had captured all the things they had forgotten that day, and to describe the degree of mental and physical challenge over the day. Finally, participants were also asked to provide five words that best described their mood and energy levels for the day.

Our final dataset consisted of 164 emails reporting a total of 184 study participation days (some participants batched their responses for several days into a single email). Just under half the participants (6) sent 5 or fewer emails (mean 3.00, σ=1.63) that reported a combined total of 7 or fewer days (mean 4.17, σ=1.86); the remaining 8 sent 10–26 emails (mean 18.25, σ=5.24) that included reports for 14 or more days (mean 19.88, σ=4.04).

**Sidebar: Everyday Forgetting**

Unlike prior research into unusual forgetting phenomena emerging as a result of trauma or brain disease, recent decades have seen psychologists look with growing interest at “normal, everyday remembering and forgetting” [20]. Studies of everyday forgetting typically adopt one of two methods (1) subjective questionnaires that reflect back on memory and forgetting over time, and (2) diary studies that catalogue moments of forgetting on a daily basis.

**Retrospective Questionnaires**

Parallel work by Herrmann and Neisser [9], and Bennett- Levy and Powell [1] led to development of the Inventory of Memory Experiences (IME) and Subjective Memory Questionnaire (SMQ) respectively. Both questionnaires feature ~50 items of the form “How good is your memory for...” or “How often do you forget...” answered using a rating scale. Broadbent et al.’s Cognitive Failures Questionnaire [2] covered broader measures of everyday failures in cognition, incorporating not only failures of memory, but also those relating to attention and physical coordination. This widely adopted tool asks individuals to reflect back over six months, considering how often specific failures occurred (rated on a scale from never to very often). Finally, the Prospective and Retrospective Memory Questionnaire [4] quantifies incidences of both prospective and retrospective memory over short and long terms, with or without relevant cues.

Although valuable, these inventories have frequently been shown to demonstrate a number of issues, delivering paradoxical results (e.g. respondents frequently reporting “above average” memory [1], and cognition that improves with age [7]).

**Diary Studies**

Studies have attempted to address the problem of retrospective, self-evaluative reporting by providing participants with the means to capture moments of forgetting in an ongoing record (typically a paper diary). These diary studies operate over a shorter timescale (e.g. two weeks) but allow richer capture in the form of one or more sentences per incident.

Two such studies were conducted by Crovitz and Daniel [5], and Terry [20], both engaging around fifty young adults and generating up to 1000 moments of forgetting for further study. Crovitz and Daniel reduced their participants’ diary entries down to 35 synopses that accounted for just under half (492) of reported the moments of forgetting – the most frequently occurring of these was “I forgot a person’s name” (semantic, n=113), followed by “I forgot to make a phone call” (prospective, n=73) and “I forgot a phone number” (semantic, n=30); overall about half of the diary entries related prospective failures. Likewise Terry [20] coded entries into 36 broad categories, with the majority being failures of prospective memory.

---

\(^1\) The study went through an institutional ethical approval prior to recruitment; participation was rewarded with entry into a draw to win one of two online shopping vouchers (value ~$60).
3.1 Number and Frequency of Forgetting Incidents

A significant minority (14.63%) of daily reports contained zero identified incidences of forgetting, and whilst these reports were dominated by two participants, nine participants submitted such a report on at least one occasion, and five more than once. The remaining reports included up to ten moments of forgetting per day (mean 2.78, \( \sigma = 1.84 \)). Frequency of forgetting incidents varied, but only two participants (one male, one female) consistently reported \( \geq 5 \) forgotten incidents in a day (accounting for 27–38% of their reports).

A total of 447 incidents were reported, with the majority occurring between 8am and 11:59pm [Figure 1b]. We see no meaningful difference in hourly reporting patterns for males and females, and little change (a slight reduction) in overall hourly reporting patterns throughout the day. Slightly more incidents are reported mid-week (Tue–Fri) than over the weekend and on Mondays [Figure 1a].

3.2 Type and Severity of Forgetting Incidents

One incident report simply stated that a memory failure occurred, with insufficient detail to categorise further: “I did forget something, but I’ve forgotten what it was! It wasn’t anything big.” [Participant N]. The remaining 446 incidents were classified according to the type of memory failure that had occurred; of these, two descriptions were too ambiguous to allow classification. Two described an inability to recall the current time of day, and 20 were considered to be failures of attention rather than of memory itself\(^2\); 9 were episodic failures, 6 procedural, 325 prospective, and 82 semantic.

411 reports included a score describing the degree to which the participant considered their memory failure to have been problematic; a summary of these is given in Table 1. The majority of incidents were not considered problematic, scoring a mean of 2.56 (\( \sigma = 1.81 \)) out of ten, with 79% of scored incidents being given a value of three or below. Only seven incidents (2%) were scored at an eight or above.

**Procedural** memory failures were typically considered to be the most problematic (n=6, mean score 3.67, \( \sigma = 2.05 \)) and **episodic** the least problematic (n=8, mean score 1.75, \( \sigma = 0.43 \)). Of the more commonly occurring incident types, **prospective** memory errors were generally considered slightly more problematic than average (n=297, mean score 2.70, \( \sigma = 1.91 \)), and **semantic** slightly less problematic than average (n=79, mean score 2.03, \( \sigma = 1.22 \)).

![Figure 1a](image1.png) ![Figure 1b](image2.png)

FIGURE 1: Incidents reported over the course of the study: (a) boxplot showing the number of incidents reported by day of week (solid box lines represent the median and quartiles, dashed lines represent the mean, whiskers placed at 1.5 times the IQR); (b) total number of incidents reported by hour of day, with additional breakdown by gender.

---

\( ^2 \) Although our study explicitly asked participants what it was they had forgotten, like Ramos et al. [14] we find a small minority of responses relate more to a failure of attention than of memory. To clarify, whilst forgetting to take one’s wallet when leaving the house would typically be considered a failure of prospective memory, forgetting where the wallet placed is often a result of inattention.
4. Implications for Design

The described study provides a corpus of memory-related cognitive failures – how then does the resulting dataset shape future design for human memory augmentation systems? In this section we identify three potential implications for the design of human memory augmentations that arise from our results: firstly, a reduced emphasis on episodic memory, secondly consideration for the role of transit and changing context, and finally, opportunities for memory interventions that address individual differences.

4.1 Reduced Emphasis on Episodic Memory

To date, human memory augmentation systems have largely been technology driven, for example using experience capture devices such as the SenseCam and Narrative Clip to support episodic memory. By replaying images captured during daily activities, researchers can provide cues and support users in the rehearsal of episodic memories in order to help compensate for specific defects [10] or simply enable richer recall [11]. However, our dataset suggests that episodic memory should not always be the focus of technology intervention, since these were neither the most frequent failures, nor those considered the most problematic.

Targeting Frequently Occurring Memory Failures

The frequency of reported memory failure types has previously been shown to vary with age, with younger participants reporting problems with prospective memory to be the most frequent, and older participants being more likely to report retrospective memory failures [4]. Within our own dataset, prospective memory failures were by far the most frequently reported incidents (72% of our dataset), with items left behind accounting for 19% of all failures. Such a problem could easily become the target of current camera-based memory augmentation architectures [10, 11], identifying common forgotten objects (in this sample, drinks bottles, keys, pens and prepared meals), many of which have a clearly defined opportunity of forgetting in one’s daily routine.
and delivering a targeted reminder. Other common prospective failures included forgetting to send emails (10% of all failures), buy items (4%) or complete other domestic chores (3%), and forgetting a planned topic of conversation (2%). Like left items, many of these failures appear to be plausible targets for contextual reminders – in the case of forgotten emails, we saw numerous repeated failures expressed with growing levels of frustration, simply noting the forgotten mails and triggering a reminder next time the user opened their email client could have been sufficient to mitigate these (although it’s worth noting that some forgotten tasks may not be truly issues of recall, but may simply be avoidances of an undesirable task). Contextual reminders were a focus of early memory augmentation systems (e.g. the wearable Remembrance Agent [15]), but with the emergence of new technologies researchers have largely shifted focus to other aspects of memory. However, newer (often vision-based) technologies could address a broad range of prospective failures – not just “remind me to buy milk when I’m at the supermarket”, but also “let me know when I’m about to leave my lunch behind”.

Failures of semantic memory were the second most frequently occurring – here, the most frequently reported incident was a failure to bring to mind someone’s name (17% of the reported semantic failures, and 3% of all incidents overall). Although many failures related to an inability to identify colleagues, we also saw several instances of the so-called ‘butcher on the bus’ phenomenon in which someone known in one context could not be identified when seen in an alternative context (e.g. encountering a former colleague). Addressing this form of semantic error with technical intervention is not beyond reach – one could easily imagine camera-based systems building a database of reoccurring faces, and either explicitly attempting to identify the individual (e.g. through manual labelling, or querying of social network data), or simply providing a selection of image cues that represent that individual in the settings in which they were previously encountered.

**Targeting Problematic Memory Failures**

Whilst prospective and semantic failures were the most frequent, participant scoring indicates that procedural memory failures are considered the most problematic, suggesting that this is where technology interventions would be most useful. Recent research has demonstrated the potential for haptic feedback to support passive learning of motor skills [18] and our dataset indicates that this is potentially an important area for technology intervention. Procedural memory failures appear more common for new skills (three such incidents were reported by a single individual who was learning to drive during the study) and for familiar activities that have not been performed in some time. We note however, that our sample includes few procedural memory failures; a larger dataset is therefore needed to indicate if the observed severity of procedural failures is simply a product of the few instances captured in this study being relatively problematic. In the rest of this section, we therefore consider the dataset as a whole (i.e. the most problematic incidents across all memory types).

Our dataset contains sixteen incidents scored at a seven or above. Considering these incidents in detail, we note that those with the following characteristics are most likely to be considered highly problematic:

- Incidents that directly lead to the expenditure of significant time or effort (e.g. having to walk home instead of cycling due to a forgotten bicycle pump).
- Incidents that pose a high risk of financial loss (e.g. leaving the house unlocked).
- Incidents that cause inconvenience to others, cause one to appear inconsiderate or could be perceived as “letting someone down” (e.g. a missed doctor’s appointment).
- Repeated incidents, particularly those that may become more pressing, and/or other incidents with an associated deadline (e.g. responding to someone’s email).
- Incidents that cause personal embarrassment.
- Incidents that lead to other stressful situations.

Whilst these criteria may not directly suggest technology interventions, understanding the factors that make failures of cognition more or less likely to have a significant negative impact is of clear value to system designers and developers. Predicting the degree to which a potential cognitive failure may be considered problematic could, for example, help to determine how best to leverage limited opportunities for intervention, or when an otherwise inconvenient interruption may be justified.

### 4.2 Transit

The role of contextual changes in forgetting is a frequently observed psychological phenomenon. Specifically, a movement from one location to another has often been associated with a failure to remember information that was previously able to be brought to mind in the prior location, so-called context-dependent forgetting [19]. This is perhaps no better exemplified than by the common phenomenon of walking to a location to complete a known and specific task, only to find that when entering the location one can no longer remember why one is there:
“Forgot why I returned to the kitchen when setting the table. Wanted to bring something out but forgot what it was. Went back out to [. . . ] remind myself. Turns out I forgot spoons.”

– Participant N

Our own corpus of forgetting incidents demonstrate that a high frequency of forgetting events occur while in transit (i.e. those tagged with locations such as ‘walking’, ‘leaving’, in the car/taxi/bus/train/subway, or ‘on the way home’). These labels account for 13% of incidents with location information, the third most frequently occurring location (after home and work) [Figure 2b]. On further examination, it seems that these incidents clearly divide into two categories:

1) moments of forgetting that occur during or immediately after a transition (as in the above quote from Participant N), and

2) moments of recall that spontaneously occur during or immediately after a transition, but that actually represent prior moments of forgetting.

Whilst this is partly a general pattern in which the reported locations contained a mixture of those at which the forgetting itself occurred, and those at which realisation of an earlier memory failure occurred, we note that a large proportion of spontaneous recollections of forgotten tasks occur whilst in transit:

“Driving to kids birthday party - forgot the present! We were nearly at the party and on time, so going back for it was an 8 mile round trip...”

– Participant G

These two distinct patterns both suggest that developers of memory augmentation systems should give special consideration to moments of human mobility. With regards to data capture, forgetting associated with contextual changes might lead developers to focus on predicting when an individual is about to move from one context to another in order to increase the granularity of recording, and to anticipate potential failures with targeted interventions, whilst the phenomenon of spontaneous recall suggests that lightweight provision for mobile capture of spontaneously recalled items for later action is potentially a straightforward but valuable contribution. However, the prevalence of cognition failures during mobility also suggests direction for the modalities and mediums used for memory interventions themselves – for example, heads-up displays or those integrated into doorways and places of transition may be particularly valuable.

4.3 Personalised Memory Interventions

To date, human memory augmentation systems have at best distinguished two populations: (i) those with impaired cognition impacted by ageing, disease or trauma, and (ii) those whose cognition is considered to be in the neurotypical (normal) range. Our data, captured from younger and middle-aged adult participants, suggests that there may be individual differences even within so-called “healthy” populations. Two examples of these differences can be seen in Figure 2, in which we look specifically at the differing frequency at which each of our participants report specific types of memory failures [Figure 2a], and the locations at which they report their errors [Figure 2b].

Figure 2a shows that for the majority of participants, leaving an item behind is one of the most common instances of memory failure documented; participants G, H and K are particularly prone to this kind of forgetting. However, some participants rarely or never report failures of this type (e.g. participants C, J and O). Likewise, only a subset of participants report a high proportion of semantic errors (participants C, J, M, E and N), and just a very small number of participants report forgotten emails as a significant proportion of their memory failures (participants C, H and J).

Figure 2b indicates that there may also be differences in the contexts in which individuals are more likely to experience memory failure. Overall, locations are dominated by those in which participants spend the most time (home, work), and then in the previously mentioned transit settings. However, we note that whilst some participants reported a greater proportion of their memory failures at home than at work (participants D, O, A, B and N), for others the reverse is true (participants H, J, M and E); three participants show a disproportionately high number of memory failures reported in transit (participants G, I and L). Further research is needed to determine if this difference is a product of differing portions of time spent in these locations, or of individual cognitive differences. For example, in the same way that some individuals are prone to errors in spatial reasoning, some in logic, and some at creativity etc., so too might some individuals be particularly prone to errors in semantic memory whilst others struggle with accurate episodic recall.
Our study clearly highlights the diversity of memory failures occurring in healthy populations suggesting that as well as addressing specific memory impairments, researchers should design for the individual even in systems designed to extend the capabilities of the wider population.

5. Conclusion

In this article, we have made a case for the closer examination of everyday human errors in the design and evaluation of technology interventions designed to extend cognitive capabilities. Although this paper focuses largely on the exploration of errors in the specific case of human memory augmentation, we believe that a more general consideration of cognitive failures has the potential to impact a wide range of applications designed to extend the capabilities of the human mind – examples include decision making and evaluation of risk, managing attention, acquiring knowledge, creative thinking and general problem solving.

Our argument identifies two important roles for the study of everyday cognitive failures in the development of future systems to support the capabilities of the human mind. Firstly, in informing design, suggesting new opportunities for technology interventions that are grounded in documented failures that are either frequent or impactful in everyday living. Secondly, providing a unique means for closing the loop, with on-going evaluation enabling systems that learn from their successes and failures in altering cognition. To support this argument, an analogue diary study is used a case study of how analysis of cognitive failures can suggest new avenues for the application of technology to cognition, whilst future work using techniques such as mobile experience sampling [13] could easily provide the means for continuous feedback to close the loop.
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